Indonesia has a variety of local languages, which is the Batak Toba language. This time, there are still some Batak Toba people who do not know speak Batak Toba language fluently. Nowadays, desktop based dictionary is one of reference that very efficiently used to learn a language and also to increase vocabulary. In making the dictionary application, string matching can be implemented for word-searching process. String matching have some algorithm, which is Berry -Ravindran algorithm and Zhu-Takaoka algorithm and will be implemented on the dictionary application. Zhu-Takaoka algorithm and Berry -Ravindran algorithm have two phases, which are the preprocessing phase and the searching phase. Preprocessing phase is a process to make the shifting values according to in pattern that input by user. To know the shifting value with Zhu-Takaoka algorithm, it's need Zhu-Takaoka Bad Character (Ztbc) and Boyer-Moore Good Suffix (Bmgs). Then, Ztbc will be compared to Bmgs to get the maximum value of them that will be set as shifting value. While BerryRavindran algorithm, to know the shifting value is needed Berry-Ravindran Bad Character, which the two characters right of the text at the position m + 1 and m+ 2, is needed to determine the shifting value, where m is length of the pattern.
Introduction
Batak ethnic is one of a big nation ethnic in Indonesia. But there are so many Batak people who do not know speak batak language well. So that, the writer give a solution to defend Batak language. The writer build a dictionary application that can translate Bahasa Indonesia in to Batak language and vice versa by implementing string matching algorithm that is Berry-Ravindran algorithm and Zhu-Takaoka algorithm with desktop base.
Algorithm can be defined as a computation process who take or determine some of value as input and produce or determine some of value value as output. Or algorithm is sequence of computation steps that change an input become an output [2] .
Related Works
Researches related to string matching algorithm is commonly available. Most of those researches, such as a work byHussain et al. [2] , focuses on finding the fastest string matching algorithm. We used some of those researches as the foundation of our work. Most of our work is based on a work by Purba et al. [7] that uses Berry Ravindran Algortihm to build an Android application for TobaIndonesian translation. The result shows that the algorithm is usable to be implemented in a mobile hardware. It has an acceptable running time while performing a search. Another work by Ramdhani et al. [8] gives a thourough comparison on Zhu-Takaoka and Karp-Rabin algorithm.
The research performed the test by impementing both algorithm in a Sunda Dictionary Application. Similarly, Wicaksono et al. [10] perform a similar test on Horspol and Zhu-Takaoka.
Both research shows that Zhu-Takaoka has a better performance than the other algorithm.
Syuhada et al [9] et al. supported this finding by implementing the Zhu-Takaoka algorithm in an Al-Quran Translation Application based on Android. Based on these previous works, it is interesting to observe the performance of Zhu-Takaoka and Berry Ravindran. Mirhailidis et al.
[5] performed a study on variants of Zhu-Takaoka algorithm to find the best modification of the algorithm.
Method
Berry-Ravindran Algorithm is a string matching algorithm which is a blend between Quick Search algorithm and Zhu-Takaoka algorithm. This algorithm is proposed by T. Berry and S. Ravindran in 1999. This algorithm do the shift with compute the shifting of bad character which it's value obtained form preprocessing phase. Berry-Ravindran algorithm do the string matching from left to right. The algorithm of string matching usually defined by two variables: the length of the text (usually denoted by n) and the length of the pattern (usually denoted by m) [1] . While it is possible to find a case where the patterns is longer than the text, in our test, we assume that m is shorter than n. Otherwise, the program will not perform the string matching algorithm.
BM" (Zhu-Takaoka) algorithm is modification of Boyer Moore algorithm that have the same characteristic in string searching process. The characteristic is consists of two phases were preprocessing phase and searching phase. The difference of Boyer-Moore algorithm and ZhuTakaoka algorithm is on bad character rule determine phase. In Boyer-Moore algorithm, bad character just one dimension butin Zhu-Takaoka modified become array of two dimensions. ZhuTakaoka algorithm do string matching from right to left.
In preprocessing phase, Zhu-Takaoka algorithm build bad character table with two dimension because this algorithm doing computation for pair of characters. Flowchart of Berry-Ravindran and Zhu-Takaoka searching process can be seen in Figure 1 and 2 below. During the test, we collect and observe the performance using two variables: running time and complexity. We use Whitten et al. as a reference to define the complexity of both algorithm.
Result And Discussion

A. Batak-Indonesia Dictionary
In order to build the dictionary, we collect 1000 most used Batak words as the set of samples. We use the work of Limbong et al. [4] as the source of our Batak Dictionary. We also picked the words based on the distribution of the first letter of Batak words available on the dictionary. While we use MySQL based database to store the words, the search is performed after all the words is loaded into the memory (which is performed as soon as the program started). This is necessary to avoid bottleneck during collecting data from the database. We use Rapid Appication Methodology [6] to perform the software development.
B. Berry-Ravindran Algorithm
Before doing searching process, Berry-Ravindran algorithm have preprocessing phase to determine the shifting value. In the first searching process, pattern 'aha' be matched with text 'agat'. If the shifting value is bigger than difference long of pattern and text, so system will not doing searching process and it will be return zero value its mean that pattern not found. The difference long of 'agat' and 'aha' is one, it's mean that searching process just have probability once shifting. In Figure 3 , text 'agat'
having the addition of two characters '00' that aims to avoid ArrayIndexOutOfBound. To know the shifting value, Berry-Ravindran take two caharacters right of the text. In the case of 'agat' it just have one character right that is T, so with the addition of two characters we can get the shifting We can see that the shifting value is 5. It is bigger than difference long of pattern and text, so that system will be return zero value that means 'aha' not found in 'agat' and it will be taking the next text to be matched. 
C. Zhu-Takaoka Algorithm
The first step is preprocessing phase that making two shifting tables, ZtBc (Zhu-Takaoka Bad Character) and BmGs (Boyer-Moore Good Suffix). The result of preprocessing of pattern 'aha'
can be seen in Figure 5 and 6 below. Steps of the searching of pattern 'aha' in text 'mahap' with Zhu-Takaoka algorithm can be seen below.
Step 1
Step one of searching in the text Cause of the length of the text already exhausted, so matching process terminated. From the example above, it can be concluded that text 'mahap' and pattern 'aha' produce a pattern that matched by using Zhu-Takaoka algorithm. -Takaoka produce 1 pattern that matching.
Conclusion
The conclusion of this research as follows:
1. The application that is created is Indonesian-Batak Toba dictionary desktop base by using Berry-Ravindran and Zhu-Takaoka algorithm.
2. Berry -Ravindran and Zhu -Takaoka algorithm can be implemented on Indonesian-Batak Toba dictionary application and it can be run well.
This research showed where the longer the text character, then the shorter the running time or in other words, running time and length of text characters is inversely proportional,. Based on system testing, it showed that the time for the search processing required by Zhu-Takaoka algorithm is shorter than Berry-Ravindran algorithm.
